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About This Game

FALLBACK is a tale about humanity restored after a cataclysmic ecological disaster. Having mastered technology allowing
them to thrive again, the people now living underground face new challenges from the outside with vicious creatures threatening
their lifestyle. But also, and more importantly, from the inside. To what extent can technology really save their humanity? What

are the choices and sacrifices one is willing to make to keep his or her lifestyle?

Those questions form the background of an adventure where you will explore a procedurally generated dungeon trying to
survive long enough to bring back the energy required to further your explorations. What initially appears to be a simple quest
for energy becomes less clear as the identity of the “volunteers” exploring the world is questioned, forcing you - the player – to

make choices that you might not have thought of before.
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Title: FALLBACK
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
ENDROAD
Publisher:
ENDROAD

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Window 7

Processor: Intel I3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 960

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French
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